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The institutional -0fiabor 
btsincspressasanimportantdeterminant 
The form& ~nomics literal on the 
say about how labor market institutions a&t trade patterns and policy, 
especUy in the v of imperfs% competition.* In this paper are 
examine the conseq- of unionization for an international duopoly. We 
have two phcipd objectives: w to analyze the positive effects of 
unionization on inbm&iod mark- and second, to draw out the impli- 
cations of unionization for international trade policy. 

A central aspect of the paper is our treatment of union-management 
We assume that a firm can snilaterally set its output (and 

level, a&s the wage has been determined by bargaining 
between the firm and the union. We use the Nash bargaiuing solution as the 
solution concept for the bargaining game. We find that the introduction of a 
union in one country causes output in the industry to fall and reduces profit 
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for the unionized firm. Union members benefit (relative to he nonunion 
base), but this benefit falls short of the loss to the firm, so the country”s 
producers lose as a whole, despite the fact that worldwide producer surplus 
in the industry rises as output is reduced toward the monopoly level. 

Signihmtly modifications for trade policy under im@& competition are 
implied by the union’s presenter The principle e&ct of uniotition is that 

the union is able to *skim off part of the benefits of any interventioet trade 
policy, such as a rent-shift@ subsidy or tat%, while simultaneously partially 
undercutting the obmves of the policy* The optimal policy may, however, 
involve a higher level of intervention with a union than without. In e&c& the 
policy has to undo the effect of the union in influencing output market 
behavior. 

Thispaper~~ontbctheoryofuniDnsasptesented~Mc~~dand 
Solow (1981), Oswald (I%@, Sampson (1983), and ID&on (1987). We believe, 
however, that the precise model we offer is new to the labor union literature. 
The paper is closely related to recent work on international trade policy in 
tht: Rresence of oligopoly. in such markets 6rms may earn pro&, and firms 
(and governments) have incentives to undertake strategic activities in an 
effort to capture such profits or rents. Relevant papers include Brander and 
Spencer (1984, 198% Dixit (19&9), Eaton and Grossman (1986), and 
Krugman (1984). 

Section 2 presents the basic model of union&l international oligopoly. 
Section 3 examines the trade policy consequences of mioniz;ati~n, 4 

section 4 contains concluding remarks. 

2Amaleiof interuatf8nml o&opoIy 

We focus on an international duopoly from the pint of view of one 
country, referred to as the ‘domestic country’. There is, in the background, a 
second country, referred to as the ‘foreign country’. There are two g&: 
good z and good m, The a:snts in the model are households, firms, a 
domestic union, and the dome& government. 

Each domestic household, i, maximizes utility subject to a budget 
constraint: 

maxs.t. pzi+mi=d+d-t’, ui(ti,d) (11 

where zi and m’ are household s”s consumption of goods z and nr, 
respectively, and where wi represe nts the wage income of household i, II! 
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represents its profit income, and t’ represents its taxes. The price of good RJ is 
normahxed to be 1, so p is the relative price of good z. Each household offers 
(inelastically) one unit of labor to the labor market, for which it receives its 
wage, W! Maximization of (1) leads to the indirect utility function yi= 
3(p, A’, e, w’,. Household demand for good z is given by zi= - t$/d’, where d’ 
is the household’s ma@nal utility of income, and the subscript p denotes a 
partial derivative. The market demand for z is the sum of household 
demands (in both countries), leading to inverse demand function p(z;). 

2.2. Fikms 

There is a unified world market for each good, and labor is the only factor 
of production. Good m is produced in both countries by a perfectly 
competitive xeroqrofit sector operating under constant returns to scale. The 
marginal (and average) product of labor in this sector is c. Since the p 
good m is 1, it follows that the wage in the competitive sector is also c. 

The world market for z is served by two firms~ one located in the domestic 
country and one io the foreign country. The two firms produce a homogeneous 
product and have access to identical technologies. The solution concept for 
the output game is the (noncooperative) Nash equilibrium in output levels, or 
‘Coumot’ equilibrium. The domestic firm must bargain wage, w, with 
a dome&k union All domestic households receive eitkher w or wage c. 

Wage determination for the foreign firm is not explicitly modelled, and its 
wage is simply taken to be exogenously set at w*, which may equal or exceed 
opportunity cost c. It is straightiorward to imagine a parallel wage bargain- 
ing process in the foreign country. We abstract from this possibility for 
notational and expositional economy. Extension to the case of parallel wage 
bargainingisdiscus&intheconcludingremarks. 

We assurue that one unit of labor produces one unit of good z. The 
domestic firm produces x and emns profit z, while the foreign firm prdua 

y and earns profit R+. Industry inverse demand can be written as B=_& +J% 
where x+y=z: 

The 

tiJw,w)=(p(x+y)-w)x, 

7P(x* y, w’) = (p(x + y) - wqy. 

decisions of firms and households are taken to 
other words, a household does not take into account the e&ct its consump- 
tion demand hi on the profit of firms and, correspondi on its own 
income through its profit share. Similarly, firms do not take account the 

efkct own price changes Lv- “a. m p fi* the utihty of shareholders through t 
shareholders’ consumption. 
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2.3. Union behavior 

There is considerable debate concerning the appropriate choice for a union’s 
maximand. Prominent alternatives include the excess of earnings over 
opportunity cost, the wage bill, and the wage of the median worker [gee 
Oswald (1982) for a useful discussion of various alternatives, and Grossman 
(1984) for a clear development of the median voter approach to unions.] 
Probably the most widely accepted view is simply that unions should be 
modelled as m axin&ing some function in which both the real wage and to*d 
union employment enter positively. [gee Dertouxos and Pencavel(l981) for 
some empirical support.] We adopt this approach and assume that +e 
domestic union seeks to maximixe. 

u(w~x)=x~w)+(n-x)#b(c), (4) 

where #,,,(w)>O, and n is the number of union members. Recalling that x 
union members are employed at union wage w, while the n-x mmaining 
union members earn wage c in the residual sector, one can think of V(w,x) 
as the expected utility of a representative union memlxz2 Under this 
interpretation &) is the reduced form indirect utility (derived from the d 
functions) of the representative worker. 

Formulation (4) is consistent with the idea that the union may take into 
account the e&ct of wages on prices and profits, and therefore on the utility 
of workers in their roles as consumers and as shareholders. We prefer a 
decentralixed interpretation, however, in which the union is viewed as 
ignoring the profit and product price e&cts of its wage policies on worker 
utility. This interpretation is appropriate N long as the product produced by 
the union firm is a small part of the consumption bundle of a typical worker, 
and provided equity ownership in the union firm is a small part of a typical 
worker’s poF$olio. An alternative interpretation is simply that (4) represents 
a behavioral description of union decision-making. 

2.4. Firm and union interaction 

The model of firm and union behavior in the domestic country is a two- 
stage game. In the first stage, the firm and union bargain over the wage. In 
the second stage, the firm unilaterally sets the employment level (and output 
level) as part of its Coumot rivalry with the foreign firm, taking w as given. 
The firm and union are assumed to understand the dependence of the 
second-stage equilibrium outputs on the wage, leading to a sequentially 

%is interpretation presupposeq of course, that the utility functions of the d&rent 
worker/households are comparable, and that the conditions reqalired for the existmx of a 
representative worker are satisfied. 
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rational equilibrium in the two-stage game.3 As already kkated, the foreign 
wage is taken as exogenously set at w*, possibly through a simuItaneous or 
prior wage bargaining process, or possibly by some other mm 

As with most sequential models, the equilibrium is best by 
considering the second stage first. In the second stage, the domestic firm 
chooses x to maximk 12&y, w), from eq. (2), given y and w, while the 
foreign firm chooses y to maxim& n+‘(s gxandwf 
as given. Using subscripts to denote first-order 
conditions are: 

Ir, =xp’+p-w=o; $=yp’+p-w*=4 VI 

with second order conditionsz 

It, =2ti+JcpQO; n*,=2fl+yp”<O. (6) 

We also assume that own margkal revenue Mls as the rival’s output tises, as 
indicated by conditions (7): 

lc&=p’+ypa<Q %w=p’+xpa<o. (7) 

Conditions (7) are’ assumed to hot-8 globally, which ensues that output 
reaction functions slope downwards, and that GaLNikaido condition 
[expression (8)] holds globally, implying uniqueness of the equilibrium:4 

Fiit-order conditions (5) define the outputs of the two firms as functions of 
the wage rates w and w*. For notational convenience, we suppress w* as an 
argument where possible: 

x=x(w); y=y(wj. (9) 

From total difkrentiaton Of (5) and application of CiZiWi9S Ziik9 tk 

comparative static effects of changes in w are as follows (changes in w* have 
symmetric effects): 

zWe intend the term ‘sequential rationality’ to describe the following idea. At each stage, each 
player~~iitsownbestintensta,armdthis~anticipatedbyplayersinearliers -i&a 
is often described by the term ‘subgame pekction’. 

%ese conditions hoId for a wide variety of standard cost and demand conditions. They cm 
however, be violated by quite plausible structures, particularly if 
dmmward sloping or if demand is strongly convex. The properties of th 
w@ mderstood and will not be taken up here. 
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Conditions (6) and (8) imply that x,<O, while (14) and (8) ensure that the 
equilibrium output of fim B increases as the wage rate within firm A rises: 
y,>o. ’ 

We now analyze the preceding stage, in which the domestic firm and union 
bargain over the wages each trying to maximize its objective lunction, sub@ 
to the anticipation that X=X(W) and y=y(w) as given by (9). We use the 
(w) Nash bargaining solution. The Nash bargaining solution, in- 
duced by Nash (1950), has traditionally been viewed as the solution to a 
‘cooperative’ (twoqerson) game. Its justigcatio~ from this point of view, is 
that it satis6es a set of intuitively appealing axioms. Critics have argued, 
however, that the Nash bargaining solution (and other cooperative solution 
conceI&) are logically mplete because they specify neither how the 
solutions might actually arise nor how they might be enforced. 

Recently, a series of papers have sought to establish whether proposed 
‘cooperative’ solutions can be viewed as the outcome of a more fully specifled 
noncooperative ba@ning game. In particular, Riiore, Rubinstein and 
Wolinsky (1986)r have demonstrated that the generalized Nash bargaining 
solutionisthelimit,asthetimeberweea~~rounds~to~,ofa 
noncooperative ba@ning game in which players make sequential offers. 
This is o&red as a justification for using the (geneAi&) Nash bargaining 
so!ution as the solution concept for (two-player) noncooperative bargaining 
environments, such as unio HMrqq=Bt wage negotiation% 

The Nash bargaining solution is obtained by maximizzng the ‘Nash 
product’, which is product of the payoff functions for the two part& net of 
opp0rhmity mstsk The union’s opportunity cost is n&c), denoted Uo. We 
take the firm’s opportunity cost to be zero (i.e. ‘normal’ profits). The Nash 
product is then simply x(U-uo). The generalized Nash bargaining soiution 
raises the factors in the Nash product to Fitive exponents, which we denote 
by a and fl, which are taken to represent t’he l bargai&g power of each of the 
players. The generahzed Nash product, G, can *&en be written as follows: 

G=(@o-U”)‘. (11) 

It is clear that maximiza tion of (11) satisfies the Pareto criterion: for any 
payoff to one party, the payoff to the other is maxim&d. The limit as a is 
allowed to approach zero is the monopoly union case: the union’s welfare is 
maximized, subject to the constraint of keeping the firm in business. The 
limit as fl approaches zero gives all rents to the Mt. 

The method of solution is to maxi&e (11) subject to the constraints that 
x=x(w) and y = y(w), leading to the following first-order condition: 

(12) 
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The second-order condition is G,,<O. Provided that the union has some 
bargaining power and that there is some rent available from the industry, it 
follows from (11) that w must exceed c. Specilically, since U”=nt#(c), it 
follows from (4) that G will be zero unkss w exceeds c. The Nash bargaining 
solution requires that workers share in the rents of the industry. 

Our model of wage bargaining diEers from previous formulations using the 
Nash bargaining solution, such as IuIaDonald and Solow (1981), in which 
both the wage and the employment level are bargained over. In our model, 
the firm and union bargain only over the warn then employment is chosen 
unilaterally by the firm. This stnu%ure has b= analyzed by Doiron (1987) 
for the case of competition in the output market. Incorporating this wage 
and employment determination prm in an oligopoly is, to our knowledge, 
original to this paper. 

2.5. Gotlenunent 

We focus on policies undertaken by the domestic gov emment, although 
extensions to the two-country strategic game between governments in both 
countries can easily be construc&d. There are N domestic households, and 
all members of the union and shareholders of the domestic firm are domestic 
resident?& The government maxk&es a social weKare function, W defined 
over the utilities of domestic households: 

W=W(U~(P.~l,t’,W~),.*.,dY(PI~,~,~)). (13) 

The government is able to maximize (13) using lumpsum taxes t’, subject to 
its budget constraint. This is a fairly standard problem [see, tor example, 
Starrett (1979)], leading to the following eqression for the differential of 
domestic we&e? 

dW=&zddp+dr-zdt’+zdu+), (14) 

where p represents the social marginal utility of income and zd is consump- 
tion of z the domestic country. The terms inside expression (14) are standard 
surplus measures: -zddp is the change in consumer surplus, and the other 
three terms are changes in profit, taxes, and factor i 
taxes, CP will diffbr kern zero when tarifb and subsidies are in 
infinitesimal changes, JJ is just some number which can 

%QYedidly, the first-order cold iti 0 ns for the choice of t’ are (~W/&.J~)A~-~=(B for every 
kw&old i, where p is the Lagrange multipier 25wciated with tk ~NTT!?ZEat bud 
colUwaint. The& substituting o~=&=+a’ and i= -v#P in the total diffbratial of (13) yields 
(14). 
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equal 1 by the appropriate choice of units for utihty index W leading to 
expression (15) as the basic indicator of wellfare change? 

dW= -zddp+d~-~dt’+~dwi. (19 

2.6. We&re fleets of miotization 

Not suqrisingly the output and profit of the domestic firm are reduced by 
the presence of a uniotu the firm’s costs ris&, lowering profit directly, an& in 
addition, the firm’s equilibrium output falls, while the equilibrir;un output of 
its rival rises, further reducing its profits. Total rents to union members rise 
as a result of unionization since, without unionization, ail workers earn only 
the competitive wage, c. Domestic producer surphts, which is the sum of 
profit and rent to workers, falts, as expressed in Proposition 1. 

PrqoMon I, Domestic mksrkMom (i) reduces domestic producer surplus, 
(ii) aedwes total output in the industry, and (iii) raises world produces smphs, 
prwidkd (p-w)>(w+-c). 

Proo$ (i) Domestic producer surplus is S(w)=x(~w),y(w),w)+(w-c)a(w). 
The change in surplus is the integral of dS/dw as w goes Tom c to the union 
wage. Noting that q =0 and %=&t/h= -x, it follows (holding w* fixed) 
that dS/dw=n,y,+(w-c)q,. Noting also that rc,=xp’<O and using (lo), 
dS/dw must be negatve for any w between c and the union wage, proving the 
result. 

(ii) The introduction of the union reduces output if x,+ y,<O for all wage 
levels on the path from c to the union wage. From (8) and (10): 

(iii) The change in world producer surplus is the change in S, plus the 
change in R*, plus any change in surplus accruing to foreign workers. 
Holding w* fixed, we obtain: 

d(S+zf+(w’ -c)y)/dw=It,y,+(w-c)x,+n,+x,+(w*-c)y,,,. (17) 

Using (5) and 7~: =yp* yields w-w* +It,’ =xp’. Then from (16), (17), and 
rc,=xp’: 

d(S+w*+(w*-c)y)/dw= -(x,+yw)[(p-w)-(w*-c)J>O. (18) 

This derivative is positive for all relevant w, provi the result. 0 

BIf the char- s- la+ @- - ,_ge, p may vary over the range of integration. It is, nevertheless, dear 
from the km of (14) that, even for large changes, the procedure of adding together surpius 
measures is valid for obtaining qualitatively correct s!fse ekts. 
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The condition stated in part (iii) of Proposition (1) is obviously satisfied 
for a01 relevant w if w*- -c. Ia fact, the stated equiv&?nt to 
requiring that output exceed the joint 7 
maqinal cost c. To see that some such condition is requ , consider tt, 
case in which W* is so large that foreign output is negligible. In that case, 
industry producer surphrs equals domestic producer surplus, which f& by 
part (ii) of Proposition 1. It is an immediate corollary of Proposition 1 that 
welfare in the world as whole (and in the domestic country) fails as a result 
of domestic unionixation. 

Recent work in the theory of international trade policy has shown that 
in&&t competition allows an additional motive, referred to as ‘profit- 
shifting’, for the use of trade poiicy inst ts such as tariffs and subsidies. 
The motivation for a tariE arises when a foreign imperfectly competitive firm 
earns rents from an international market, at least part of which is in the 
domestic country. As shown in Brander and Spencer (1984), a tariff simply 
extracts some of these rents from the foreign firm, and such a policy is 
usually optimal from the domestic point of view, whether or not a domestic 
firm is also in the industry. 

A subsidy to domestic firms is optimal when foreign and domestic firms 
are in Coumot competition for a profitable internationa! market, which may 
or may not be located partly in the domestic country. As shown in Brander 
and Spencer (19g!!), this subsidy transfers rent from the foreign to the 
domestic firm, increasing the domestic firm’s profits by more than the 
amount of the subsidy, and is the&ore a welfare increasing policy for the 
domestic country.8 In this section we examine the implications of domestic 
unionizuion for rent-shifting trade policy. The subsidy case is analyzed first, 
then tariffs and quotas are considered. 

3.1. subsidies 

We consider a per unit production subsidy, s. production cost for 
the domestic firm is then G=(w-s), which re 
expression (9) (X =x(u), y =u(a)), and in subsequent comparative 
follows from (IQ) that if w were held constant, an increase in the subsidy s 
would induce an equilibrium expansion in X, the output of the domestic 
and a contraction in y, the output of the foreign firm. It is this e&ct o 
subsidy on the output uilibrium that gives the subs 

‘output on costs c) irp+(x+y)p’-c<Q s 
for a+x~ and yp’ from (5) y yields (p-w)>(w+-c). 

%k a very elegant psper, EatOE and Gmssmm (iW) show that the nature Of the Optiadal 
rent&fting policy depends On the type of output rivalry. For example, with Bertrand prime 
rivalry, taxes rather than subsiciks are called for. 
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effect. However, wage bargaining between the firm and union implies that the 
wage will not remain constant when a subsidy is provided. 

The full sequence of decisions is as follows: first the government sets the 
subsidy, taking into account how union and firms will respond. Next, the 
domestic wage is determined by ba@ning, taking the subsidy and the 
fore@ wage, w*, as given (fixed), but taking into account the anticipated 
output responsea Fiily, taking the subsidy and the wage as given, the Erms 
simultaneously choose outputs. 

Using the implicit function theorem, the first-order condition (12) for the 
Nash wage bargain defines w=w(s). The comparative static effect w’(s) is 
obtained by toMy differentiating G,,=O with respect to x and s, yielding 

d(s)= -~~w,sllc;--_rw,s)~ (19) 

G-g0 by the second-order condition for maxinkation of G, w’(s) 
has the same sign as G, From (4), (2), and (5) we have dU/dw= 
~~~~w~+(~w)--c)xd~~)O, dWds= -(4@)-#W&Wk and 
dx/dw= -x(1-p’y,)<Q Using the derivatives of these expressions, the 
following equation can be obtained: 

If the union had monopoly power (a=O), then the first term of G,,, would be 
positive, which would make w’(s)>0 under most demand conditio= the 
usual response by a monopoly union to an increase in demand for its labor 
services would to be increase the wage and employment9 The firm’s 
bargz&ing power moderates the tendency for wages to rise in response to a 
subsidy. Nevertheless, G,_ would usually be positive, and we assume this to 
be ihe case in the following analysis. Thus, the union will be able to absorb 
part of the subsidy in increased wages. Since dx/ds = -dn/dw and 
d2x/dwds = -d%/dw’, it can be shown that 

elrhe w;agr: elf&t is, however, ambiguous in general. This reflects the fact that even an 
ordinary monopolist will not necesrsari ly raise price in response to an i~creasc in demand. It will, 
however, raise price under most piausib:e cxxdition3, !ke Jones (1987) for further analysis of this 
point. 
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The second term of (21) is negative. It follows from (19) that, provided w’(s) 
is positiv& it must be less than one. 

The firs&order condition for maxim&tion of domestic weflare can b 
obtained from total welfa difKerential (15), incorporating the government 
budget constraint cb’--sx=O. The following identities am useful in sim- 
plifLing (15): 

(22) 

dg=(p-w+s)dx+x(dp-dw+ds), . (23) 

cdn+=xdw+(w-c)dx. (241 

Expression (22) is the total dilf’tial of the government budget constraint, 
(23) is the total di&rential ofiirm A’s profit: (p-w+s)x, and total 
dift&ential of labor &xm~ wx+(N-x)c. Substituting (221, (231, and (24) 
into (1s) yields the follow& expfessio~ 

dW=(x-zd)dp+(p-c)dx. (25) 

Ttaefirsttermof(25)isequaltonetexportsdimesthec~~inthe~~tive 
priceofg~z.ThistMmrrepresentstheusualtermsofttadeeffect.Ifthe 
priocofgoodzrises,andthed~~~co~t~isarrctexporterof 
t~tbe~uatrytendsto~~sooondtermatisesonlyinthcpresetrce 
of distortions, in this case imperl&t competition in output and labor 
markets, which cause price to dill& Tom social marginal cost. In eff&, 
(p-c) is the margina) rent, to the country as a whole, from producing and 
selling an extra unit of the imperfdy competitive good?* 

To obtain an expression for the optimal subsidy we substitute the firm’s 
first+rder condition (9, (with u=w-s) into (25) and divide by &” 

dW/ds==(x-#)dp/ds-(xp’+s-(w-c))dx/ds, (26) 

where dx/ds= -x,,(u)(w’(s)- l)>O, dy/ds=y&)(n/(s)- l)<O, 
=p’(dx/ds+dy/ds)<O. Let x,= -x,>o, ys= -y,,(u)<o, 

dn’b 
PI’ 

text's derivation directly because it is implicit in 



p’(x,+yJ<O represent the changes in output and price from an imrease in 
the subsidy, holding the wage 6xed. Then, substituting dplds into (26) and 
cancelling terms in w’(s) we obtk 

s=q’dy/dx-z’$JxS+(w-c), (27) 

where dy/d.x (3 -z&/z~ is the slope of the foreign firm% reaction &n&on 
inoutputspace,whichis~~~by(7)and(8).Alloftbe~iniIn)~ 
p0sitiv~, implying that the optimal subsidy is posit& In the abstnce 6f a 
union, the optimal subsidy would be given by the same formula as (27) with 
w-c=O,Inotherwo~the~oftheunion~y~to~ 
the optimal subsidy. (In genera& 
ambiguity does arise on this point, 

Propmtm 2. In the JI#vsmM ofimpcr;fcctly cowlpdk in 
The optiwdity qfa subsidy 

tosubsi&eamygouddatigMdCTCOSUUlllddlilUCto 
impqkct com@tioh and a mt-sh@ng motke that woAs by credibly 
eimmittw the d-firm to a more qggressive stance in the outm math. 
A Won will usually take part t&my subsidy in higher wages, implying that the 
opt slrbsiaytendstobe~g~int~presenceofatcnion. 0 

We now consider the possibiity of using tariffs to extract rent from a 
foreign km in competition with a unionized domc&ic firm, In order for 
tari& to have significance, it must be the case that at least part of the ~&et 

‘zabis can be shown by substituting (27) (with z”O) iota the limt-order condition for tl~ 
choice of x. We obtain q=xp’+p-w+s=xp’+p+q(dy/dx)-c=O. This tzhdes with ;he 
fmt-order am&ion for a nonunion Stackelberg IeAr choosing its output, x. 



Maximi2ationofthc(gmeraliaed) - 
sji with rcspcct to w im@tly w= WIIi tfm 
yietas: 

zdt+rdy+y&=O. 

substituting (a) (with s=o), (%a), and (30) into (IS), ad 



that we have assumed that all consumption is in the domestic market so 
z=zd=x+y, the welfare difkential is: 

dW= -ydp+(p-c)dx+rdy+ydr. (31) 

The first term represents the terms of trade effect on imports, the second 
term represents the increase in domestic surplus, and the third and fourth 
terms are the increase in tariff revenue, which yields m consumption 
of the nuxneraire good. (Implicitly, trade balance is maintained by exports of 
the numer&e good equal to the foreign firm’s revenue) 

Dividing (31) by dr and solving for r gives rise to: 

r= -(y(l -dp/&)+(p-c)(dx/&))/(dy/&). (32) 

This has the same general form as tk m’lt for the &ok of the optimal tariff 
for Cournot firms in the absence of a union [see Brander and 
(19&Q]. To the extent that dp/& is less than one, the first term in the 
numerator represents the rent shifted to the domestic country as a result of 
~f~inthepr~~price(netofthebari81).Thepr~pacerpriceisp-r,so 
its rati of change as the tariff changes is -(l -dp/dr). ‘Ibe second term in 
the numerator reflec& the rate of &tease in the progt cf the domestic firm 
as the tariff &rease~ the (profit shifting* effect 

This structure di&rs from the nonunion case because the induced wage 
e@ct, w’(r), feeds into the comparative static effects dx/& and dy/& that 
appear in expression (32) Expressions for these effects and for dp/& follow: 

dpldr=p’(~/~+dy/~))=02(w’(t)+ 1)/D. (W 

The main implications of eqs. (32), (33), and (34) are expressed in Pro- 
position 3. 

Propsition X Domestic unionization has the following fleets. 
(ij The response of both imports and domestic production to tar#changes 

tends to be reduced. 
(ii) Price responses to tmidf changes tend to be greater in the presence of a 

domestic u&n. 
(ii0 The e$ect of the d omestic union on the siie of the optimum tar@ is 

Ig from (33). The increase in the union wage induced 
by a tariff partially offsets the competitive advantage conferr!~# by a tariff on 
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the domestic firm, dampening the output responses to the tariff. Part (ii) then 
follows from (34). The effect of the union on the size of the optimal tariff is 
ambiguous [from (32)j because, on one hand, the presence of the union 
reduces the rate at which rent is shifted by increases in r, which tends to 
~~~optimaltari&w~onthto~hand,thtunionredwesthetate 
0fdeclineinimpCztsasri ngthetariffmoreefkctiveasa 
revenue-raismg tool. 

33. Quotas 

Now suppose that instead of a tari& the domestic country uses a biig 
quota, j, to restrict imports. To compare the taritr and quota as policy tools, 
imagine that the quota is set at precisely the level of imports that would 
c#l;curwithaparticulartaritr~eve~r.Iftbew~w~thesameinboth(tariff 
and quota) regimes, then prices and outputs would also be the same. The 
ww however, will not be the same in the two regimes. Provided the quota 
isbirrdia&awage incEasedoesnotleadtoanincrease inimportsand 
therefore has a smaller output and empl andthisis 
rekctedintheNashbargGn&sohuion. n is able to obtain more 
because the costs oWigher wages to the union and to the &m are less under 
quotas than under tari& More formaiiy, the first-order condition for the 
choice of x is given by I&, j, w) =O. This defines the reaction function: 
x=f(w,fi which has partial derivatives f,,=l/n, and fi= -IC_,,& Let 
G,,(w, fi=O repent the first-order condition [as given by (12)j for the 
choice of w in the quota regime, where 

dU/dw=x~~w)+(~w)-~c))f~w,v3; dirc/dw= -x. (35) 

Because (35) differs from (28), Nash bargaining wiil lead to a higher wage under 
a quota than under a tarif& as expressed by Proposition 4. 

Proposition 4. A quota regime will give rise to a higher wage, a higher price, 
and lower domestic welfare than the equal import tarig regime. 

Proo$ Suppose the quota is set so that j= y(&, r), where 6~ is the wage 
under the tariff regime [satisfying G&G, r) =OJ. en, 19, x, IC, and U 
are also unchanged, Therefore [using (12), (28) and (391, 

e factor xp’yJw,r) in (36) is negative. Aisa, fJwJ+x&v9 is sitive 
because, from (lo), xw(w, r) =syD = l/(n,- YC,+&/Z$) is negative and larger 
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iu absolute vrplue than &(w, j) = l/r;, Thdore, expression (36) is positive. 
This means (since C,,<Q) that the Mash prodauet SE% be in 
increasing the wage fkom r;i. It follows that the quota 
e the corresponding tariff regime wage* The domestic price of 
will be hi and domestic welkre will be lower. a 

3.4. An example 

here some calculations fop a specific and rather extreme example 
efirmhasnobargaining 

assumed to be linear, union utility is 
wage in the foreign firm, Ws, is c. 

ntativeS but it does indicate how 
tive static efkts of do 

llof to be taken as 
of uniouization can 
tion are as foilom 

outpat fk& by I2F/W the profit of the domestic 
the foreign !kz &es by 56:& and d 

surplus fdls by 370/* 
In this case, and assumiug zd=O (no domestic consumption), in order to 

net subsidy of one dollar through to the domestic firm, the nominaI 
two dollars, one dollar of which ‘leaks’ into higher 

tariff regime (with alI consumption in the do 
by 25% of the tariE d(r)= l/4. 

tion of one firm has a substantial impact on a duopoly. Assuming 

observe that the wage will exceed the oppo 
tion of the union&d km aud 

ning power of the union 
‘tude of the e#kcts 

ts obtained PtoIlr 
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become much less 
strategic subsidy as higher 
sub&k Policies which raise revenue, 
have more value if 
Valueisalsod 

Ouranalysis~ ucted on the assumption t 
try was exogenous. 
a straightforward ex 

that wage bargaining is carried out simultaneously and 
two countries, then the Nash equilibrium is obtained 

structurally identical to the analysis presented in the paper. 
Iftheanalysisisthenex~dedflutherto 

domestic and forei 

tig its objective, taking the 
Nash equilibrium level. 

more powerful unions than the other, it 
competitive positions of firms 
in the two countries would be 

Intcmational Ecmmnics 4, 139-149. 
aconomy, Journal of 
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trade uniouisnx The international typqpa 
11624 181. 
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